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Laura Nowlin
I will stalk you till you give me a new book! Dear Laura, Wow, not only are you an amazing writer, but an inspiration. I promise you, you won't
regret it! Cynthia, Thank you! The best writing advice I have is to just do it. I got what I wanted from this book. You're in like Flynn. I just have
one question: Did you ever think of a name that Autumn would name the baby if she were pregnant? Although I did call him immediately after I
finished to blab about the book for a good thirty minutes. Again, let me say that I am so sorry for your loss; I hope your Senior year is full of joy
and happy memories. You learn to cope and to harden, to get over it and care less. And be happy yourself. Various complications test the
relationships of characters as we experience these four years with Nowlin's fully expressed cast. Jun 19, Paige Bookdragon rated it really liked it
Recommends it for: those I would like to break their hearts. Well, 2. Remember High School? Finny himself is now one of my most favourite YA
boys, not just as a If He Had Been with Me love interest, but for who he was. He blushed so easily when he's embarassed which I found cute. It
has been a very very very long time since a book has made me cry so hard. I appreciate your message so much. She couldn't wear an army green
jacket because he said he wouldn't like it on her. Members save with free shipping everyday! Other editions. She is quirky and artistic. Telling all
my friends they need to read the story by the female John Green! Thanks so much to Paige Bookdragon for the recommendation. But then
something changed. If he had been with me by Laura Nowlin is a very simple book with a very simple yet captivating writing style. Now some of
the issues I can't help but be "ugh, get over it", "hahahahha, together in complete love and happiness from freshman year to forever" I know it
happens don't meand just the general o Thanks so much to Paige Bookdragon for the recommendation. I read it at a time where I needed it the
most and even to this day I cry like a baby! Among those many books will be a few that even after being replaced by another set of bookswill
never truly leave your mind and will always linger. If He Had Been with Me a break ok. That still doesn't stop the way Autumn feels every time she
and Finn cross paths, and the growing, nagging thought that maybe things could have been different. And I loved how he loved people. The ending
was rushed with bombardments of events, events that felt completely contrived and manipulated for emotion; the whole "so tragic its beautiful"
syndrome that has some calling Rome and Juliet a romance when it is two early teen kids killing themselves. If He Had Been with Me, Fakr, thanks
so much for reaching out to let me know you loved the book! Until middle school. Mar 30, Aly rated it it was amazing Shelves: ya-contemptIf He
Had Been with Me. Grow a backbone please! Reader Votes It really means If He Had Been with Me world to me. Is this frigging City of Angels?
YA If He Had Been with Me Readers' I imagine that Sylvie screams, and then he overcompensates by turning the wheel too far. Please sign up to
continue. And this was just so loooooong. I think the only part I found myself struggling with more towards the end was somewhat of the jumping
point in the aftermath of the tragedy - almost like it could've gone a little further in terms of resolution, though it gives some note of Autumn
attempting to come to terms with things. Sad things can be beautiful. The story that lurks between the facts. Dear Neveah, Thanks so much for
your message. I cared about the characters. Obviously I can't write properly since it's 3AM and I'm running on adrenaline here, and a famous
writer once said: I believe that words uttered in passion contain a greater living truth than do those words which express thoughts rationally
conceived.
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